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Is the 3100 keV line a doublet ?
Does the 2411 keV state exist ?
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J!.1;56 R: 2TS 2 < < .FP56





































































Q!.1;56 R: 2TS 2 2 < .1;56


































































































































































































0!. < 6 R: 2TS 25;!: .FJ56


















Q!.FJ56 R: 2TS 2ﬀ:1N!.FN56
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J!.1;56 R: 2TS 2ﬀ:ﬃ2ﬀ.1;56










































Q!.FN56 R: 2TS 2UJKN!.FJ56

















P!.1;56 R: 2TS 2ﬀ:ﬃ2ﬀ.1;56







































Q!.FN56 R: 2TS 25;KJ!.FJ56
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